AGENDA

Tuesday, April 23, 2019

9:00-9:30 am    Chan Lieu (see below)
9:30-9:45 am    Q&A
9:45-10:15 am   Jessica Nigro (see below)
10:15-10:30 am  Q&A
10:30-10:45 am  Break
10:45-11:30 am  Panelist Presentations (see below)
11:30-12:00 pm  Open Forum/Q&A
12:00-12:05 pm  Closing Remarks
Presenters:

Jessica Nigro
Daimler North America Corp.
Founding Member, PAVE

Daimler North America is one of the founding members of PAVE, a newly formed coalition to promote public education around automated vehicle technology.

Ms. Nigro is the head of Technology and Innovation Policy in Daimler’s Washington, DC office. Current hot topics she spends her time on include automated vehicle policy, connectivity, data and cybersecurity, and future mobility strategy.

Chan Lieu
Venable LLP
Connecticut Autonomous Vehicles Task Force

Venable’s Chan Lieu is a member of the Connecticut Autonomous Vehicles Task Force. His extensive AV experience includes transportation, data and cybersecurity, privacy and emerging technologies.

Moderator:

Amy Parmenter, AAA, Greater Hartford

Panelists:

- Izzy Santa, Consumer Technology Association
- Eric Jackson, Director, Connecticut Transportation Safety Research Center at UConn
- Peter Calcaterra, Transportation Planner at Connecticut Department of Transportation